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WHERE DO YOU FIT IN 
@ DENISON?

Have you wondered if the things you’re doing on campus are kosher or whether you look com-
pletely f*cking crazy well now you can now. Your morals and choices are on the line, but no 
need to fear, there are plenty of groups (i 100% forgot some so please do not be mad) on campus 
for you. Figure out what feels right by using the chart below-

-Betsy Wagner, 
Media Strategist

uses Yik Yak “ironically” *has Apple Music

* once you download the app Yik Yak it is no longer ironic, even if you say it is
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Sports Team (non specific)

Burpees

Hilltoppers

Bullsheet

Outdoors Club

LNO
Doobie

Sazon

DCGA

Anime Club

Culinary Club

Denison Film Society

K-pop Dance Group

Libertarians

Planned Parenthood

Burpees

DUwop

Equestrian

Fencing

Hillel

It’s My Pleasure

Red Frame Lab

Tehillah

Burpees

** I purposely did not include the Denisonian

Ultimate Frisbee
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Staff “Late for Roomate Bonding RN” Box

FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Henry Clary forgot showers shoes (good luck). Thomas Cof-
fey ok, coffee. Anna Cohen knows way too much about boats 
and ships. Benjamin Cohen plays in a sublime cover band. 
Jessica Cohen is one of the coen brothers. Eric Colaco wants 
to learn to drive a submarine. Elijah Colbert knows all the 
words to every single Air Buds movie. Caroline Concannon 
was a pirate. Griffin Conley goes by the name hippogriff. So-
phia Connell wears a beanie during the summer to hide their 
early onset baldness. Ethan Conquergood definitely made 
up their last name. Lucas Conrads has never once taken their 
shoes off. Herlinda Contreras Garcia beat every level of 
Lego Star Wars on the Wii. Abigail Conturo does not be-
lieve in the myth of the American guerilla. Jessica Coomber 
remembers the Alamo. Janett Cordero has no clue what the 
Cupid Shuffle is. James Corrigan is the spiritual successor 
of Katie Kerrigan. Lawton Corrigan, did you have a good 
childhood? Reese Costenbader  thinks the Reese’s Cups 
jokes are in really bad taste. Kimberly Courtney-Rourke 
knows where Russian princess Anastasia is. Benjamin Cox 
sucks cox. Chauncey Cox sucks cox. Grace Cox sucks cox. 
Katerina Cristo has plotted out an epic revenge for if some-
one ever accuses them of working with napoleon. Amber 
Croonquist ?????? Caroline Crowder IS on the swim team. 
Caroline Crowder is NOT on the swim team. Stop asking. 
Charles Crowther dabbles in the trumpet. Samuel Culyer is 
a legacy. James Cunningham has an obnoxious opinion on 
the new Kanye album. Duncan Curry is strangely off the grid. 
Thomas Curtis definitely played piano in a past life. Andrew 
D’Asaro just found out everyone has to share a bathroom last 
week. Chloe Dailey did not go random picking their room-
mate. Kate Dalimonte it’s not just a phase mom. Patrick 
Daly was the governor of Chicago. Mary Daniel has a shirt 
that says “But first, coffee”. Viet Dao is like freakishly good 
at tic tac toe. Rayan Dar does not believe that moose should 
have rights. Astha Dave still doesn’t know how to drive.

-the most lovable 
lads on campus

Goat 
Ropers 

Need Love 
Too!


